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Executive Summary
The Innovating Streets Programme has enabled Waipā District Council (Council) to trial temporary
interventions in streets to improve accessibility and safety for people walking and cycling.
The Streets for People – Cambridge project aims to make the streets in Cambridge a safer place for kids to
walk, bike or scoot to and from school.
To understand the key areas of concern and potential solutions, the project has been staged as follows:





Engagement/co-design with the four schools in Cambridge and the community to better understand
which areas felt unsafe for kids to walk, bike or scoot to school and what temporary changes could be
made to solve this
Design and implementation of 25 temporary treatments across the network in February and March
2021
Monitoring and gathering feedback during the trial (current phase). This includes refinement of
temporary treatments during the trial.

The design of interventions within the corridors and intersections are based on solutions/treatments identified
by teachers, parents and students in workshops with all four schools within the study area.
This report provides a summary of the feedback and engagement activities carried out during the Streets
for People trial in Cambridge from the beginning of March to the end of June 2021. Specifically, the report
focuses on feedback received from the general public and stakeholders.
More than 1,130 public feedback responses have been received to date.
Key themes arising through this round of public engagement include:






Aesthetics of the temporary treatments (319 people mentioned this)
Children need education on road rules (117 people mentioned this)
Lower posted speed limits (12 people mentioned this)
Confusion of road markings (195 people mentioned this)
Inconvenience to drivers and residents (278 people mentioned this)

An analysis of key themes has been provided in section 3.3.
All Schools except Cambridge Middle School participated in workshops to provide feedback on the
treatments installed near the schools. Parents, teachers, and students were generally supportive of the trial
and recommended that all of the treatments were retained, some with amendments. There was also a clear
preference to install permanent infrastructure and build protected cycleways leading to the schools.
Cambridge Volunteer Fire Brigade raised some serious concerns about the project. This was largely driven
by the one-way vehicle access on Duke Street which increased their response time to call outs north of
Cambridge by an estimated three minutes. Speed cushions were also seen as a nuisance as they delayed
volunteers travelling to the station during a call out.
While all of the schools are supportive, public feedback has been overwhelmingly unsupportive of the trial
treatments. It’s important to note that demographic data was not captured as part of Council’s feedback
methods. It is therefore not possible to understand how these characteristics influenced perception of the
trial treatments (for example, this could include data such as age, whether the person has family attending a
local school or how they or members of their household travel locally).
Next Steps
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Council will continue to consider the feedback received as part of its process of determining whether to
retain, amend or remove the trial treatments.

1

Introduction
Background

Council received funding from Waka Kotahi under the Innovating Streets Programme. This pilot fund enables
councils to trial temporary interventions in streets to improve accessibility and safety for people walking and
cycling.
Safe Ways to School (SWTS) survey data identified corridors in Cambridge where there is greater
willingness within the community to move by bike/walking or scooting. These corridors link Cambridge
Primary School, Cambridge East Primary School, Cambridge Middle School and Cambridge High School –
and the Town Centre.
The aim of the project was to implement a low cost trial of changes within the road network that would
support safe walking, cycling and scootering and in doing so increase uptake of these modes away from
private vehicle use (thereby improving overall transport network function and safety).
Significant community involvement is critical to increase buy-in from residents; creating safer passages for
children to walk, bike or scoot to school and increasing the volume of school children getting to school using
alternate methods of transport.
It is for this reason the design of interventions within the corridors and intersections are based on
solutions/treatments identified by teachers, parents and students in workshops with all four schools within
the study area.
The project is separated into three parts:





Engagement/co-design with the four schools in Cambridge and the community to better understand
which areas felt unsafe for kids to walk, bike or scoot to school and what temporary changes could be
made to solve this
Design and implementation of 25 temporary treatments across the network
Monitoring and gathering feedback during the trial. This can include refinement of temporary
treatments during the trial. This is the subject of this report.
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2

Overview
Objective

The purpose of engagement has been to involve and consult with project partners, stakeholders and the
public to understand what is and isn’t working well with the trial treatments and where refinements could be
made.
Council is specifically seeking feedback on treatments being trialled across streets in Cambridge including:






Roadway art and kerb build outs at intersections
Speed cushions
Enhanced pedestrian crossings
Lower speed and volume streets (no entry treatments)
Separated cycleway and one-way entry

For each treatment, Council has asked:




Whether they love it, like it with some changes or dislike it
What could we change to improve the effectiveness of this treatment?
What other treatments could we try here instead?

Council is using a range of methods to engage with stakeholders and the public. A summary of engagement
with stakeholders is included in section 3.
2.1.1 Engagement methods and communications tactics
The following engagement methods and tactics are being used prior and during the trial to encourage
participation and feedback:

















Face-to-face visits with each affected business
Workshops with each of the affected schools – Cambridge Primary School, Cambridge East Primary
School, Cambridge Middle School and Cambridge High School
Workshop with local businesses and Councillors prior to implementation to discuss the issues making it
unsafe for kids to walk, bike and scooter to school
Presentation to Selwyn St Andrews retirement village
Brochure and survey sent to 750 properties on the treatment route (see attached)
Custom built Streets for People website: www.streetsforpeople.nz
Video to introduce the project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMK3rEv6HRg
Video to promote the temporary changes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4-eyyvsm1M
Video to discuss changes to the temporary treatments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPh1QMk82t
Parking map distributed to schools and available at the front counter and library in Cambridge
Newspaper advertising
Media releases
Media boards erected in key locations with the project details and map
Online tools including Social Pinpoint 1 and project email to capture feedback
Online advertising
Social media campaign to promote project and opportunities for feedback

Social Pinpoint is an interactive website and online engagement tool that seeks to gather community
feedback on a particular project/topic.
1
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Pop-up at the Cambridge Ride Festival where residents were able to leave feedback next to specific
treatments on a large site plan of the trial sites.

A copy of consultation materials can be found in Appendix A.

3

Summary of Feedback

The following table outlines the engagement activities undertaken with stakeholders.
Table 1: Summary of stakeholder engagement prior to public engagement

Engagement

Attendees

Purpose

Cambridge Volunteer Fire
Brigade

Volunteers

To provide feedback on the trial
treatments.

Co-design workshops
(September 2020)

Cambridge Primary School,
Cambridge Middle School,
Cambridge East School and
Cambridge High School

Council Staff and Elected
Members

To identify problems and
solutions associated with walking,
scootering and cycling to school.

Project team
Schools workshops during trial
(May 2021)

Cambridge Primary School,
Cambridge East School and
Cambridge High School
Project team

To provide feedback on the trial
treatments.

Chamber of Commerce

Project team

To provide the business
community with an opportunity to
provide feedback on dangerous
locations on the treatment route.

Presentation to the Cambridge
Community Board prior to
implementation

Project team
Cambridge community board
members

To advise them of the project and
the feedback we had received
prior to implementation.

Presentation to Selwyn St
Andrews retirement village

Project team
Residents from the retirement
village

To provide residents with the
opportunity to provide their
feedback on the locations they
felt were dangerous for walkers,
cyclists and scooter users.

Presentation to Grey Power

Project team

To provide Grey Power with the
opportunity to provide their
feedback on the locations they
felt were dangerous for walkers,
cyclists and scooter users.

Schools
Cambridge Primary School, Cambridge Middle School, Cambridge East School and Cambridge High School
all took part in co-design workshops in September 2020 to identify problems and solutions associated with
walking, scootering and cycling to school. The information collected from these workshops was used to
develop the treatments used in the Streets for People trial.
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Since the treatments were installed in March and April 2021 all schools except Cambridge Middle School
have participated in follow up workshops to provide feedback on the treatments. That feedback is
summarised below.
3.1.1 Cambridge Primary School
A workshop was held on the 17th May to gain feedback on the trial from parents, students, and teachers.
Overall Cambridge Primary School were very supportive of the changes.
A summary is included in Appendix B and feedback from the workshop is summarised as follows:






Children felt significantly more comfortable using the protected cycleway than the footpath or roadway.
School bike racks were full and the school was looking to source some more racks.
The re-located Kea Crossing was working very well.
More parents are walking children from Hally’s lane carpark which was working well.
Bryce St crossing treatments need to be more cycle friendly – a number of children didn’t feel safe
moving through the bollards.
Reduction of parking immediately around the school created a much safer and more comfortable
environment.

The school’s Board of Trustees prepared a written submission which can be found in Appendix C.
3.1.2 Cambridge East School
A workshop was held on the 21st May to gain feedback on the trial from parents, students, and teachers.
Overall workshop participants at Cambridge East School were very supportive of the changes.
Feedback from the workshop is summarised as follows:













The School noted the overwhelming negativity the project has generated online and wanted their
supportive voices to be heard given they are the target audience of the project. Overall, the workshop
participants were very supportive of the project which made meaningful differences to how their children
get to and from School.
Participants observed that the no entry to Grosvenor Street has reduced traffic at the intersections
making it quieter and more pleasant, particularly at the King/Grosvenor intersection. Reduce parking
along Grosvenor to reduce conflict of pick-up zone and high school students biking down Grosvenor.
The buildouts with painted dots at the intersection of Williams, King and Bowen has been effective, they
have raised awareness and slowed drivers down.
The buildouts and planters at school crossings have made the parking situation a lot safer and reduced
the amount of poor parking behaviour.
Participants noted that motorists were puzzled about what the intersection treatments were aiming to do.
The explanation signage boards next to the footpaths were for pedestrians not motorists, perhaps radio
ads could have been used.
The no entry on Victoria Street East has worked well at reducing rat running and making the street a
more pleasant place to be for people walking and cycling. Participants noted this treatment would be
good to repeated for all blocks on Victoria Street East.
Participants agreed there was value keeping temporary measures in place until permanent works can be
installed.
All participants agreed permanent raised speed reduction platforms were required at the two Kea
crossings on Williams and Bowen Street.
Lots of driveway conflicts on footpath with number of driveways and road environment still feels
uncomfortable – a permanent cycleway along William Street for both Middle and Primary School
students is required.
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3.1.3 Cambridge High School
A workshop was held on the 25th May to gain feedback on the trial from parents, students, and teachers.
Overall Cambridge High School students involved in the workshop were supportive of the changes.
Feedback from the High was gathered from a group of 15 or so students who regularly ride to School. The
group walked to the no entry treatment at the north end of Grosvenor Street to discuss the treatments. Their
feedback is summarised below.






The Taylor Street pedestrian refuge island near Grosvenor is not used by cyclists or pedestrians as it
does not line up with direct travel, The speed cushions on Taylor Street either side of the refuge can
cause a slow queue, but also create gaps in traffic to cross. Suggest moving the cushion on the east
bound lane westward to slow vehicles before the intersection.
Grosvenor Street is better now for cyclists with less traffic pressure from cars,
Students don’t cycle between the gap in the large planters as it is too narrow. Recommended repositioning to widen gap. Safe hit posts are ok to cycle through.
Cars park to close to Taylor Street on Grosvenor Street which creates an unsafe environment for bikes
to move through. Recommended extending no stopping lines or permanent removal of parking one side
of Grosvenor Street

Bike use is growing, approximately 100 in summer, now up to 150 bikes in the racks each day. Scooter use
is also increasing. Other feedback/observations included:







Students cycling from Leamington come through town via the Victoria Street bridge and use Victoria
Street, but also sometimes Alpha and Anzac Street. Victoria Street is not seen as a safe route for
cyclists, too much traffic and parking movements,
Some students cycle the footpaths on Victoria Bridge as some drivers not patient with cyclists in the
traffic lanes,
Victoria Street pedestrian crossings too narrow for big groups of cyclists,
Cars frequently fail to give way to cyclists on the road on roundabouts in Cambridge,
School has an increasing demand for student car parking and building work at the school puts more
pressure on surrounding streets.

Fire and Emergency New Zealand (FENZ) – Cambridge Volunteer Fire
Brigade
The Cambridge Fire Station is located on the corner of Duke and Wilson Street. Feedback sentiment from
the Cambridge Volunteer Fire Brigade during the trial has generally been negative. The following key points
summarises the Cambridge Volunteer Fire Brigade’s feedback.




The one-way vehicle access on the western portion of Duke Street has added an estimated three
minutes to response times travelling north of Cambridge. Victoria Street is the alternative corridor to
Duke and Bryce Street which is often congested. It is noted that no data was supplied to support the
increased response time, rather this was put forward during meeting with the Volunteers
Speed cushions on Bryce and Wilson Streets slows volunteers travelling to the Fire Station.

Public feedback
With engagement closing at 10am 25 June 2021, it is important to note that this is an interim analysis. Public
feedback is being collected through feedback forms, website submissions and on Social Pinpoint.
It’s also important to highlight that demographic data is not being captured as part of Council’s feedback
methods. We are therefore unable to analyse how these characteristics influence individual decision-making
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(for example, this could include data such as age, whether the person has family attending a local school or
how they or members of their household travel locally).

Key themes
The key themes captured through public feedback are summarised in table 1 below.
Table 2: Themes identified in comments from feedback forms/emails and Social Pinpoint

Theme

Feedback forms /
email

Social Pinpoint
comments

Total

Aesthetics of temporary treatments

279

40

319

Change/modify treatments

78

7

85

Children need education on road
rules

87

30

117

Confusion on road markings

153

42

195

Inconvenience to drivers and
residents

215

63

278

Lower posted speed limits

9

3

12

Wants permanent measures

124

Total

945

124
395

1130

We’ve heard that the aesthetics of temporary treatments is a key issue for respondents and has accounted
for more than 28% of Stage 3 feedback to date. The orange bollards in particular are seen as obtrusive and
there is a preference to see permanent infrastructure rather than temporary solutions.
The safety of children and the need to educate them on the road rules is a concern for more than 10% of
respondents. We heard that separated cycleways reduce a child’s awareness of the road rules and that
children often cross the road dangerously. It’s also been raised that people are unable to see small children
behind the planter boxes.
17% of respondents have raised that they find the road markers confusing. We’ve heard that there is a need
to improve the visibility and clarity of signage (such as reducing the number of signs) and educate people on
the road markings and what they mean.

Hardcopy feedback forms and website submissions
The following section outlines feedback captured through hardcopy feedback forms and emails sent through
submission form on the project website. The graphs reflect whether people ticked either ‘Love’, ‘Like with
changes’ or ‘Dislike’.
We received more than 44 hardcopy feedback forms and 162 submissions through the project website.
3.3.1 Roadway Art and Kerb Build Outs at Intersections
More than 200 responses have been received on roadway art and kerb build outs at intersections.
Aesthetics of temporary treatments is a key issue for respondents and has accounted for more than 28% of
Stage 3 feedback to date. The orange bollards in particular are seen as obtrusive and there is a preference
to see permanent infrastructure rather than temporary solutions.
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Number of Responses
Love = 8, Like with changes = 8, Dislike = 210

3.3.2 Speed Cushions
More than 100 responses have been submitted on speed cushions.
Speed cushions were viewed as an inconvenience to drivers and was a key reason why respondents
disliked this treatment.

Dislike:

Like with changes:

Love:
0

20

40

60

80

Number of Responses
Love = 17, Like with changes = 19, Dislike = 69

3.3.3 Enhanced Pedestrian Crossings
More than 95 responses were received on enhanced pedestrian crossings.
Visual distraction, aesthetics of the orange bollards and confusing road art were cited as the key reason why
respondents disliked this treatment.
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Number of responses
Love = 17, Like with changes = 13, Dislike = 68

3.3.4 Lower Speed and Volume Streets
More than 81 responses were received on lower speeds and volume streets.
Inconvenience to drivers as a result of the no entry treatments on Grosvenor/Taylor and Victoria Street
East/Williams Street was a key factor why people disliked this treatment.
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70
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Love = 7, Like with changes = 8, Dislike = 66

3.3.5 Separated Cycleway and One-way Entry
More than 96 responses were received on the separated cycleways and one-way entry.
Inconvenience to drivers and additional traffic being diverted onto the main street were the key reasons why
respondents aired their dislike for the treatment.
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Love = 10, Like with changes = 5, Dislike = 81

Social Pinpoint
Social Pinpoint is being used to capture comments on how the treatments could be improved and to
understand what is or isn’t working. More than 2447 people have visited the site and more than 1539
comments have been left by 598 people.
It’s important to interpret the following quantitative information with caution given that people could like or
dislike a treatment multiple times and there were many dislikes on treatments that weren’t installed.
The information below summarises the top ten treatments which were discussed on Social Pinpoint. This
includes:










Duke Street Two-Way Cycleway with One-Way Entry
Wilson St Two-Way Cycleway
Bryce Street and Alpha Street Speed Cushions, Build Outs and Painted Dots
Bryce Street / Queen Street Speed Cushions, Build Outs and Painted Dots
Duke Street Two-Way Cycleway
Wilson Street School P5 Zone
Hamilton Road Crossing Point with Painted Shoulders
Taylor Street / Grosvenor Street No Entry
Duke Street Kea Crossing

3.3.6 Duke Street Two-Way Cycleway with One-Way Entry
The treatment generated more than 195 comments, with respondents highlighting the following safety
concerns:
I have been biking with my daughter to school and this has been great. However, as a result of this road
change, there has been a lot more traffic going through Hallys Lane. Without road markings it has become
very dangerous. Also cars parked at the entrance of the Lane from Duke St make the road very narrow.
I almost got run over by an elderly gentleman driving up the cycle lane this morning. Bad signage down by
the school. Wouldn’t it be much better if the one way system was reversed so that people can still leave town
and avoid all the congestion?
These roads should be returned back to two way streets. I see cyclists using mobile phones whilst riding -no
hands on handlebars. It is like a free for all park -skateboarders taking selfies of themselves going down the
road -scooters weaving in and out of the sticks. Waste collectors having great difficulty backing out from
Lower Duke Street then to back down Duke to find a suitable turning point -the driver said 'it is quite a
challenge' I am not surprised. Put it back to original.
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Constructive ideas included:
The congestion in the main street has significantly worsened by cutting off this road. If residents appreciate
the drop in traffic then maybe it is a good move. Or just make it a slow dog leg with speed humps which
means it is safer for residents and still allows people to avoid the main street and roundabouts.
The one way Duke st should be reversed to encourage vehicles away from town and let fire brigade and
ambulance easy access out of town. We need to discourage vehicles from the centre of town because of
lack of parking so the roads should be easy to leave and not so easy to come in to the congested areas
A shared footpath cycleway could be built as a bridge type structure between the upper and lower levels of
Duke Street. Then the street could remain two way, and would avoid funneling extra traffic into Victoria
Street.
Put the two way system back! Paint animal footprints on paths from Bryce & Alpha St intersection for
children to walk or cycle following the footprints along Alpha St, left into Dick St with "Watch for Children"
signs to cross safely to the other side, then left into Duke St to the school crossing. Recall the ads? “if your
house is on fire, you have 3 minutes to get out!” Victoria St; roundabouts, crossings, time! In an emergency,
will 3 mins more lost in transit still put out the fire?
I have no objection to the southern end of Bryce st being one way so long as the equivalent southern block
of Dick st being one way in the opposite direction. I.e Traffic on Duke St have to be able to turn right into
Dick St
This just makes it so difficult to get around this part of town how about school zone hours rather than a
permanent blocked off section I noticed lots of kids biking through this part. I never saw an accident. I do feel
a little nervous when I turn left from Bruce onto duke. I hold my breath that no one is coming towards me. A
mirror on the corner could help see if it's safe to proceed.
3.3.7 Wilson St Two-Way Cycleway
The treatment generated more than 156 comments. Key safety raised included:
I'm wondering when the cycleway will become a safety issue for the people you designed it for -l eaves are
dropping now and the planter boxes mean the street sweeper cannot remove them. It will be a slippery
accident waiting to happen for cyclists and pedestrians.
As a cyclist that bikes to work in Leamington, I find the cycle way very rough riding over the painted over car
park lines. Also drivers coming out stop on the green paint because they can’t see past the planters and the
cars parked outside the day care. I have to stop on the cycle lane and wait for cars.
I worry that traffic pulling in and out of the library and Warehouse car park will not look both ways before
crossing the cycle way. The signage is insufficient and, when turning right into the car parks, or pulling out
and turning left, I wouldn’t necessarily look both ways before crossing the car lanes. Either this needs to be
removed or signage needs to be improved
If a large truck and trailer combo is needing to load/unload for Achievement House, there is now nowhere to
pull off safely -the only alternative is to stop in the traffic lane. Furthermore, their forklift must now negotiate
the bump strip installed across James Street which is highly dangerous, especially for the load it is carrying.
I think we can all expect these planter boxes to get crashed into by vehicles on a foggy morning. Dunno why
the council would create all these hazards. Stop wasting our money and just put everything back how it was.
If you're going to change something, make it beneficial to people, not dangerous. Sheesh.
Constructive ideas included:
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Yet to see a cyclist of any age using the dedicated cycle lane in Wilson St. Given the reduction in already
scarce parking spots could the cycleways be "timed" ie 7-9am and 3-4pm or whatever relevant school hours
are.
I understand the parking issue, but this makes it so much safer for kids cycling to Leamington. Is it possible
to widen the footpath along this area to make a shared pathway for pedestrians/cyclists, and to retain the
parking?
These don’t following the heritage standards buildings in Cambridge have to abide to. Why paint there’s
horrible colours when buildings around town have rules -so that the council can do anything? If you’re
wanting to do this make it more attractive to fit in with the rest of the town. Maybe add highvis or reflectors on
the edging as someone will hit this at night time that is new to the area
3.3.8 Bryce Street and Alpha Street Speed Cushions, Build Outs and Painted Dots
The treatment generated more than 108 comments. Respondents noted the following safety concerns:
I would really love a pedestrian crossing across Bryce Street. It's very hard to cross especially with the speed
bumps as they slow down some traffic more than others. It's hard to gauge how much time we will have to
cross.
Since this was done, all cars go up the other side of Alpha Street very fast, children are still at risk trying to
cross, my grandchildren do not like crossing to the other side now, cars come up the hill to fast. Need to
rethink this abit more.
Constructive ideas included:
For me, the dots would be better just on the side roads, like the overseas photo on the Waipa website, and
not on the through road (Bryce Street) itself. When driving on Bryce Street, for me they just add a distraction
and children-size objects correspondingly less obvious.
As a cyclist I don't think we need the speed humps on Bryce street, only the ones that enter Bryce that have
stop signs. At the moment I see too many cars trying to beat the through traffic because they have to slow.
The important thing is getting people to stop at the stop signs. To ride inside the orange markers there may
need to be more yellow no parking just prior to entering these areas, otherwise we have to weave around
them.
3.3.9 Bryce Street / Queen Street Speed Cushions, Build Outs and Painted Dots
The treatment generated more than 94 comments. A key safety issue raised was:
It is good to see traffic slowing down along Bryce street. The speed bumps along Bryce are good at this
intersection. The orange bollards should only lead up to the speed bump and not follow in to the intersection
and around the corner. Cars then think that cyclists are following them around the corner when in fact the
rider is going straight ahead. So this becomes a liability itself if the car is turning left.
Constructive ideas included:
The speed cushions do the job at slowing down cars. As a cyclist, I am faced with a choice of going into the
line of traffic and over the speedhump (uncomfortable for this old fella) or going inside the poles. I choose
going inside the poles. Should these changes become permanent I would like to see either a gap in the
speed cushion to make it easier for cycles or the build out be designed to allow cyclist bypass the cushions
more safely than the current setup allows.
Too many speed cushions down Bryce street. Lowering speed limit would be more effective and a
pedestrian crossing as it's a well-used street, would be good to have one towards the top near Hamilton road
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Speed cushions area great. I think a raised pedestrian crossing on bryce street near alpha street and or
queen street would be good too.
the intersection on the east side of queen st/bryce st needs the traffic island reinstated with the stop sign in
the middle of it as 90% of drivers use the intersection as if if it is a giveway.
I think the speed bumps are great. Perhaps only needed on Bryce street itself, not Queen which is a v. Quiet
road. Am I correct in assuming if the speed bumps are made permanent, the orange poles will go? They are
confusing for cyclists. From a cycling and pedestrian regularly using this junction, it feels much safer. The
dots are best suited to junctions closer to schools. Also some warning children on cycles signs, would help
car users understand the reason for the speed bumps.
3.3.10 Duke Street Two-Way Cycleway
The treatment generated more than 90 comments. Respondents highlighted:
As a cyclist who has tried this two lane bikeway, it has a very poor road surface with drains in the lanes,
manhole covers that arntaren't flush with the road surface and poorly laid tar, it is dangerous, especially in
the wet, so unfortunately I cannot support this
Very disappointing got Duke St residents. Loss of contiguous street side parking for visitors. We will have to
park 200 metres away and walk. Being very elderly that is a big problem for us. Especially at night.
Especially in wet July. With the many roadside collection services each week it will mean following vehicles
will be significantly delayed. With roadside bins all being placed in the footpath side, pedestrians will face a
number of vehicle and bin hazards. This is a stupid idea.
I am a professional driver and often used Duke Street/Bryce Street to avoid the congested main road
through the centre of town. It now takes much longer down the Main Street, ultimately causing an increased
fare to paying customers. The lane behind the ANZ and Prince Albert is turning into an alternative route,
which is an accident waiting to happen.
Very concerned about traffic illegally using the one way section to access Dick St. regardless of supporting
signage. As a resident with a driveway affected by the two way cycle way I find visibility of town-bound cycles
difficult. Reduction of street parking is also inconvenient for us.
Constructive ideas included:
I would feel safer cycling with some definition using planter boxes like this, so i think it's a good idea and the
road is wide enough. But too many colours with planter boxes and other stuff going on. Keep it a bit more
simple and proper road signage.
I’m worried that two way cycle lanes will confuse kids about learning which side of the road to cycle on. It
would be better to have a lane going in the correct direction on either side of the street.
We live in Lower Duke Street. What about canter levering the cycle track over the bank and using the
footpath up Duke St hill????? Like out at Karapiro....
As much as I love riding along a dedicated cycle lane I dont think a two way lane is the answer. Cars going
in and out of side streets or driveways dont know to look the other direction for bikes. Closing off access to
Dick and Bryce is causing more congestion elsewhere. I think a single direction cycle lane down Duke and
Wilson would be more effective on each side of the road.
Why not using the existing zebra crossing at Cambridge Primary School, for the school bikers to go to
northern side Duke St footpath and go to Dick Street? Because I noticed most kids on a bike, find too steep
on upper Duke St Hill.
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3.3.11 Wilson Street School P5 Zone
The treatment generated more than 85 comments. The following safety concerns were raised:
I love the idea of the bike lanes but we have almost been hit 5 times by cars not giving way to us or not
seeing us on our bikes since being open.
Watched a poor young girl get knocked off her bike yesterday because of a passenger side door being
opened directly in front of her. She was lucky to get away with only a small graze, this change is ridiculous.
Removing parking and creating a morning rush is only making the problem worse.
These parks extremely dangerous trying to come out of the side road between the kindy and achievement
house is so bad you cannot clearly see the oncoming traffic as the cars parked so far out on the road block
the view
Constructive ideas included:
Due to the reduced number of parks this needs to be a drop off / pick up zone only, like you find at airports.
Cars shouldn’t be left unattended while parents enter the school grounds to walk their child to the
classroom/collect them from the classroom. If you want to walk your child to their classroom then you should
park behind Bridges Church.
I would love to know what CPS thinks of the changes around the school. Have they seen benefits with less
traffic congestion etc? As the main stakeholder in this area I really hope that they give some feedback to the
Council.
Having lived in Central Wellington taking kids to a school 100m from Courtney Place -parking worked well.
Parking signs up. P10 mins btwn 8.30-9 and 2.45 to 3.30 during school term. P60 rest of time. Parking
wardens patrolled and we all knew the rules.
A “kiss and fly” drop off idea is great -however this should not be at the expense of public road users and
should be located on school grounds. This would make it safer for all involved.
A drop off zone is not a 5min park. Also, it is unpractical for the 5yr olds who are not let out here! We need a
rolling drop off where the 5yr olds are. Please if everything else has to stay the same change this 1 part even
if it's just to a monitored rolling drop zone.
There were already not enough parks close to the school which caused congestion, less parks just add to
the chaos. This could be solved with Wilson st becoming a one way st, keep and add more parking, keep
cycle way and keep traffic flowing.
3.3.12 Hamilton Road Crossing Point with Painted Shoulders
The treatment generated more than 73 comments, including the following safety concerns:
I find this area particularly distracting with all the different colours. Your eyes go to the coloured squares on
the ground first and then to the orange sticks followed by the green planters, then you need to refocus on the
pedestrian crossing and looking for children. The orange sticks and planter boxes are similar heights to small
children, not a great idea if you are wanting to keep children safe!
Constructive feedback included:
The pink and blue squares are an eye sore to be honest. I would prefer to have the crossing match the one
by St Andrews Church. It is safer and more in keeping with our towns character.
The red paint on the actual crossing is by far the most effective part of this. I say keep the red, and ditch the
rest!
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These coloured squares are unsightly and distract from the actual crossing. Put lights on the crossing here
which would make it much safer.
Would be great if permanent solution uses heritage colour palette. Planter boxes would be better on other
side of pedestrian approach so that pedestrians are not obscured.
I find the variety of colours distracting from being able to see actual pedestrians. I like that there is a crossing
but would like to see an island implemented as well as traffic lights to ensure safe crossing during busier
times of the day.
My kids have almost been hit several times trying to cross Hamilton in the last two years. Because of this, I
don't let them cross on their own. I know a signaled beg-button like on Victoria-Williams is maybe too
expensive but with the upcoming Hamilton cycle lane we could have one???
The traffic light pedestrian crossing on Victoria Road works perfectly. Why can’t we do that here? Motorists
stop when the light is red. Children can cross safely when required.
3.3.13 Taylor Street / Grosvenor Street No Entry
The treatment generated more than 63 comments, and highlighted the following safety concerns:
The boxes reduce visibility! Some drivers are then going down the street the wrong way or turning right at
the boxes!!! Also if you were from out of town it looks like someone has randomly moved boxes in the way
on the street!
When going down here to drop my daughter at High school I have had multiple drivers pull out in front of me
to do a u-turn to then go back along Grosvenor rather than turn left onto Taylor St. It’s an accident waiting to
happen
Our daughter and friend walk Grosvenor St to and from CHS daily. They regularly observe drivers turning
from Taylor St into the open lane on Grosvenor St (i.e. on the wrong side of the road) to access Grosvenor
St. They haven't seen any accidents, but it's only time until that happens.
By closing Grosvenor street it forces cars to either travel further to the roundabout and then turn right down
towards Cambridge east school (adding extra congestion to this area) or to make an illegal u turn by the
angled Parking which may actually endanger more children.
Would be good if there was an actual sign saying there was a speed bump ahead
Great idea, but the speed bumps on Taylor and Bowen street are too large and cause cars to scrape on
them, we all don't drive SUV's. Please replace the speed bumps with smaller versions like on Bryce street.
Constructive ideas included:
As these are trials this is not a trial I don't agree with and like many of the other comments feel it's
unnecessary plus dangerous. The speed bumps need to go back a good 50 meters to slow traffic before
they get to the kids crossing at that point rather than where they are now where the kids cross.
3.3.14 Duke Street Kea Crossing
The treatment generated more than 48 comments. We heard the following safety concerns:
Driver still looking on their Right, whether Give way or Stop, then a new crossing at short distance, after a
corner. If Accident there, with injuries there, then driver will be at Court, with a new criminal conviction. -&gt;
accident cause injuries. If accident with no injuries, like a speeding ticket. Sorry, no no no go.
Please pave the grassed area on either side of the street. On wet days it is sodden and likely to cause a fall.
Also, it is not clear where to stand when waiting to cross on the school side of the street.
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Maybe a pedestrian refuge in the middle would be a good idea. Helps slow traffic down and provides a safe
space if you can't cross the road in one go.
I feel this would be safer as a raised pedestrian crossing. It will slow traffic and allow a safe crossing space
at the same time.
Good for a crossing, though I think block all traffic from the community house to the corner down Wilson will
make it safer for kids to cross. No parking outside the school only in the designated park.
If this crossing stays it needs to be a proper zebra crossing due to the fact that children are crossing the road
before/after the kea crossing flags and attendants are out. This would save confusion from drivers and keep
children safe.

Social media
•
•
•
•

•

We reached more than 71,700 people over Facebook
More than 20,300 people engaged with our Facebook posts
More than 4,364 reactions were generated over Facebook
The sentiment of the comments on each post generally tended to be far more negative than positive.
However, there were many residents who voiced their support of the project’s objectives (to make streets
in Cambridge safer for kids to walk, bike and scooter to school) and provided valuable and constructive
feedback on the changes being trialled
Each post was typically shared to community group pages such as the Cambridge Grapevine where
lengthy discussions were had regarding the project

Figure 1: examples of social media posts on the project

Website


The website was viewed more than 26,796 times
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Next Steps
Changes to the network so far

Following feedback during the trial several changes have been made as a result of the feedback heard and
traffic and pedestrian modelling undertaken. Adjustments made to several treatments across the network
have included:





Removing part of the pop-up cycleway on upper Duke Street to restore two-way access to vehicles
Removing the pink and blue dots at all intersections where this treatment is being trialled
Removing some of the speed humps on Bryce Street
Alterations to some of positions of the orange hit sticks

The remainder of the changes will stay in place until the end of June 2021 when decisions are made as to
which treatments to leave in place and which to remove all together.
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cycleways

Using that feedback,
we’ve selected a
range of temporary
measures to trial at
over 25 different
locations across the
Streets for People
network.
More than 220 of you pointed out areas where
there was a lack of safe pedestrian crossing
points, narrow footpaths and where cars
typically speed.

pop up

crossing points

one way
streets

planter
boxes!

temporary

We’ll try things such as

That’s why, in November last year, we asked
you to identify areas on our streets where a
change was needed to make this a reality.

From February, we’ll start
implementing these temporary
changes to see which are
successful at helping us
make our streets safer and
easier to use.

You told us you want us to
make streets safer for kids
to get to school, and create a
network to make it easier for
people walking and cycling to
get around town.

Aim your
smartphone
camera here
You can let us know what you think of each
change by heading to www.streetsforpeople.nz
or by aiming your smart phone camera at this
QR code.

To make this project a success,
we need your help to see
whether the measures we are
trialling are doing what we want
them to do.
FOLD
LINE

If the changes are
successful, great we’ll leave
them. If not, we’ll adjust
them or remove them and
try something different.
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Together,
let's make
our streets
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Find out more about this exciting
project at www.streetsforpeople.nz.
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You told us you wanted us to make streets safer for kids to
get to school, and to create a network to make it easier for
people walking and cycling to get around town.

That is why last year we asked you what
would need to change to make this a reality.
Thanks to your feedback, we selected more than
25 temporary changes to trial on a network of streets
across Cambridge to see how we can achieve this.

Now the
temporary changes
are in place, we
need your help
refining them.

Are they
working well
or do we need
to make some
adjustments?

Name
Email address

Open to take the survey
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ROADWAY ART AND KERB BUILD OUTS AT INTERSECTIONS
Benefits
• Slows vehicles down
• Raises driver awareness – drivers expect kids to be scooting, biking and walking on their way to
school here
Love it

Like it with some changes

Dislike it

These are the locations where we are trialling this temporary treatment.
•
•
•
•

At the intersection of Grosvenor and Williams streets
At the intersection of Grosvenor and King streets
At the intersection of Grosvenor Street and Thornton Road
At the intersection of Williams and Bowen streets

•
•
•
•

At the intersection of Williams and Wells streets
At the intersection of Bryce and Queen street
At the intersection of Bryce and Alpha streets
At the intersection of Clare and Grey streets

What could we change to improve the effectiveness of this treatment? (Please include location).

What other treatments could we try here instead?

SPEED CUSHIONS
Benefits
• Slows cars down
Love it

Like it with some changes

Dislike it

These are the locations where we are trialling this temporary treatment.
• At the intersection of King and Bowen streets
• On Bryce Street, outside of Dallinger Court

What could we change to improve the effectiveness of this treatment? (Please include location).

What other treatments could we try here instead?
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ENHANCED PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
Benefits
• Narrows the crossing distance for pedestrians and cyclists
• Raises driver awareness
• Slows vehicles down
Love it

Like it with some changes

Dislike it

These are the locations where we are trialling this temporary treatment.
• Bowen Street
• Williams Street
• Grey Street
• Clare Street

What could we change to improve the effectiveness of this treatment? (Please include location).

What other treatments could we try here instead?

LOWER SPEED AND VOLUME STREETS
Benefits
• Reduce rat running
• Lower speeds
• Helps to make it feel more comfortable and safe for cyclists biking on the street
Love it

Like it with some changes

Dislike it

These are the locations where we are trialling this temporary treatment.
• The intersection of Grosvenor and Taylor streets
• The intersection of Victoria Street East and Williams Street

What could we change to improve the effectiveness of this treatment? (Please include location).

What other treatments could we try here instead?
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SEPARATED CYCLEWAY AND ONE-WAY ENTRY
Benefits
• Separates cyclists from vehicles
• Provides a convenient connection for bikes to the town centre
• Separates cars and kids around the blind corner
Love it

Like it with some changes

Dislike it

What could we change to improve the effectiveness of this treatment? (Please include location).

What other treatments could we try here instead?

Find out more about this each of these temporary changes
and why they were selected at www.streetsforpeople.nz
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Appendix B – Cambridge Primary School kids’ feedback
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STREETS FOR PEOPLE
Cambridge Primary School Kids’ Feedback - 20 May 2021
We brought together 27 children of various ages who all cycle to school at Cambridge
Primary School.
This is by no means all those children who cycle, just a sample. They were chosen because
their route to school is known to be on the two-way cycleway.
We asked them about cycling to school and asked them to draw some pictures of them on
their bikes on the cycleway.
We asked them the following questions and had some informal discussions with them.

1. How does it make you feel when you bike to school?
Fun
Alive
Tired
Exhilarating
I feel free
Excited
Free and fresh
Joyful
Fun and alive
Good

2. Do you feel safer riding to school with the separated cycleway? Why?
Yes (25)
I don’t know (2)
Some of the reasons:
“Yes because I can go faster“
“Yes because cars are away from you“
“Yes because I feel away from cars“
“Yes because a car can’t surprise you“
“Because it blocks the car from us“
“Yes because you don’t have to look behind and you feel more confident“
“Because cars give way when you go past driveways“
“It’s easier”
“You won’t get hit by a car“
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3. Before the cycleway went in, where were riding your bike? Footpath or
in the road?
The footpath and the road - 12
Footpath - 7
Road - 8

4. Do you feel safer crossing the street at the kea crossing?

Yes, I feel safer - 23
I don’t know - 4

5. Do you think the separated bike lane should stay?
Yes (19)
Definitely (3)
100% (3)
My mum doesn’t like it, but I do (1)
Absolutely (1)

6. What would you change about the bike lane? … what would make it
better?

Make it bigger
Make it go all around Cambridge
‘Make it go to (my house)’ – 7
No hills - 3
Bigger hills - 1
Jumps - many wanted jumps
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And here are some of anecdotal comments made by the kids during the
workshop:
“I ride to school along the cycleway, I feel nice because I get the breeze in my face” – Luca, 6
years
“I love riding my bike to school, it gives me exercise because I don’t get much exercise” –
Olivia, 8 years
“I like biking down the big hill, I love the cycleway the only change I would make is make the
hill flat going up” – Hugh, 5 years
“It makes me feel a lot safer because cars can’t come close to me” – Lucian, 10
“I like biking to school because it’s good for the environment and a nice way to end a long
day” - Walter, 6
“It’s really good because its way safer” – Joshua, 8 (of the school bike bus)*
“Our sign says the school bike bus - if your parents aren’t comfortable with you riding to
school you come with us” – Emily, 10 (of the school bike bus)*

* Emily and Joshua started the school bike bus, they have seven children biking on the bus.
Two of these kids are new to cycling to school.
“It saves the environment, gets fresh air and keeps you fit” - James, 9
“Lots of people will ride because its more fun and safe” - Emily, 10
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Wilson Street

Phone 07-827-5316

Cambridge

E-Mail: admin@cambridgeprimary.co.nz

New Zealand

Website: www.cambridgeprimary.co.nz

Waipa District Council
By email: bryan.hudson@waipadc.govt.nz

21 May 2021

To the Councillors and Council staff,
Waipa District Council Streets for People Trial
This submission is made on behalf of Cambridge Primary School, regarding the Waipa
District Council Streets for People Trial.

Overview
Cambridge Primary School is committed to the safety and wellbeing of students and our
community. We support the Council and the Streets for People Community Group in their
objective of this trial to explore safe, active ways in which people can move around our town
– be it pedestrians, cyclists, or scooter users.
We acknowledge that this trial comes with challenges of balancing various user interests,
including those of our emergency services. We have a shared interest with our valued
emergency services that there is a safe way for all parties to travel along Wilson, Duke,
Bryce and Dick Streets.
We support the development of safe, efficient cycling and pedestrian infrastructure around
the School to create an integrated network, which enables all people (including vehicles) to
move around Cambridge easily. We are also supportive of creating a transformational
change in the habits of our School community with regard to embracing more active means
of short distance travel, starting with our children, supported by their families and our school.
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Our observations and data support the trial’s success in achieving a sustained increase in
children walking and biking to School.
We have observed aspects of the trial that have given rise to safety concerns, which we
submit could be addressed as Council considers permanent infrastructure decisions.

Aspects of the trial that have been successful
As noted, we have seen a substantial increase in children (and their families) scooting and
cycling to school. As a consequence, we have repositioned our bike racks, to double their
capacity and are looking to purchase additional racks if the rate of cycling and scootering
continues to increase. Taking the 3 days prior to the trial starting and 3 days over the recent
week we have seen a 17% increase in children either cycling or scooting to school.
Moving the Kea Crossing has been extremely successful. We welcome a permanent safe
crossing at this new location. This has improved user compliance, rather than jay walking
across Duke Street which was a regular issue where the old crossing was positioned. It has
also made it far safer to operate and safely cross pedestrians. We acknowledge the need
for education around pedestrians crossing the cycleway onto the crossing, and suggest that
‘speed bumps’ , solid painted road or similar on the cycleway to reduce the speed of cyclists
near the crossing would be helpful.
As a school we support the two way cycle track in place at present along the length of Duke
Street linking with Bryce Street. It is very safe for our children, families and other cycle users
and is working well.
Our preference in the medium term however would be the creation of a widened shared
pathway or separate cycle track between Duke Street and Lower Duke Street linking to
Bryce Street. This would allow for a safe cycle corridor and 2-way traffic to flow from Wilson,
up Duke Street linking to Bryce Street and onto the new cycleway on Hamilton Road.
The Council's current suggestion is to open Duke Street back to a 2-way Street and send our
children and general cyclists up Dick Street via another crossing on Duke. In our view, this is
highly dangerous. The intersection at the corner of Dick Street and Alpha Street has a lot of
parking to accommodate the commercial premises around this area, with low visibility at the
intersection for pedestrians and cyclists, and in our view, no way of minimising the
interaction of cars, pedestrians and cyclists safely – particularly when considering the height
of children either on bikes or walking. If this could be remedied we are happy to discuss
revisiting this route as an option.
If this route cannot become a safe option then Cambridge Primary School would rather Duke
Street be reopened to 2-way traffic and the temporary cyclelane part of the trial be removed.
Please note as stated above, the Kea Crossing component is working for us.
The planter box concept which separates cyclists from those parking on Wilson Street has
provided a safe distance to allow doors to be opened safely for entering/exiting a vehicle on
the passenger side.
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Aspects of the trial we consider may need further consideration
Visibility exiting the School grounds onto Wilson Street is challenging with the trial layout.
Cars need to cross the footbath, cycle lane, then inch past the 5 minute car parks to be able
to see traffic well. Pushing back the initial short term parks at least one car length would
assist in making this a safer exit along with lowering the height of the big wooden planter box
to the height of the others/coloured ones.
The large planter boxes used in the trial have created a visibility issue in not being able to
see children on their bikes along the cycleway clearly. This creates a significant safety risk
that cars entering the school gate may hit a child on their bike. If permanent fixtures are in
place, we recommend these be at a much lower height to reduce this risk.
We encourage our families to be actively engaged with the School in order to know our
children, and support their learning aspirations and needs. We have received feedback that
the lack of immediate parking outside the School as a result of the trial arrangements
significantly reducing the number of parks near the School, in combination with the
increasing pressure on parking in the near vicinity of the School, has impacted some
parents' ability to access the school. This is also challenging when we have events where
we would ordinarily welcome many of our community on site, such as School Assemblies, or
sports and cultural events, which occur relatively regularly. We encourage Council to
consider this in respect of any permanent decisions about the necessary capacity for parking
around town.
As a School that encourages learning out of the classroom, including outdoor education
experiences and community activities, there is now no provision for buses to park nearby the
School. We do not have the ability to accommodate buses safely on site. We respectfully
seek that Council give thought to this in any permanent decisions being made.
There is presently no safe crossing on Wilson Street. We recommend this be considered.
Similarly, we recommend consideration of a crossing on Alpha Street on the town side near
the intersection of Dick Street. This would enable safe crossing and a ‘drop off’ zone near
the Village green, further away from the congestion on Duke Street.

Education
We have had ongoing discussions with children about using the cycle way safely and
acknowledge that continued education will be necessary.
We have engaged a facilitator to work with our Year 6 students about safe cycle use. This
has been successful and well received.
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Speaking to the submission
The Board would like the opportunity to speak to our submission, if there is a chance to do
so.
Where Council makes any significant changes to the trial around Cambridge Primary School
we ask that a week's notice be considered so that we can ensure our parents are fully
informed. We would also appreciate a draft communication from Waipa District Council that
we could use as a starting point to ensure that we communicate Council’s decision
accurately and consistently.
Yours sincerely

Andrea Twaddle
Board Chair
Cambridge Primary School Board of Trustees
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